
Friday May 20, 2022 
 

Busan Race 3: Class 6 (1400M) Allowance / KRW 25 Million 

 

We’ll take a chance on (7) NOBLE SPIRIT here. He returned from almost six months out to run 

a creditable 4th over 1200M on April 22nd when settling midfield and then running on well in 

a fair time. He should strip fitter for that run and the additional furlong may well suit. Despite 

the Perovic factor, he should be available at an each-way price. Probable favourite is (3) MAGIC 

WHISPER. He comes in having led almost the entire way around over 1300M on April 15th, 

only to be beaten late on by Wonderful File. From a good draw, he should lead again and will 

surely be in this a long way. (2) ZET CASH has already raced over this distance a couple of time, 

finishing 4th on both occasions, including at this latest outing on April 8th. He tends to go right 

back and then run on but may be ridden handier from a better draw today. He does come up 

4kg in the weights due to not having an apprenticed booked, but he should be competitive. 

(10) SPEED SUNSHINE has been consistent and can aim for another money finish. (9) 

CHOEGANG DUDEURIM, a last start 2nd at big odds, another in the frame. 

 

Selections (7) Noble Spirit (3) Magic Whisper (2) Zet Cash (10) Speed Sunshine 

Next Best 9, 5 

Fast Start 3, 7, 8, 10 

 

Busan Race 4: Class 5 (1400M) Handicap / KRW 40 Million 

 

(5) HIT THE ROAD has the joint-fastest time of any of these at the distance, and comes back in 

trip following a 6th place over a mile on April 29th. Two starts back he was 2nd at this distance 

when handy to the lead throughout. An apprentice jockey takes some weight off here and he 

looks very nicely in to add a second win at what will be his twenty-second start. (3) O.K. 

THUNDER was a good winner on debut at 1200M on Boxing Day. He didn’t reappear until April 

17th when he stepped up to this class and ran 7th of twelve over 1300M. He should have 

benefited from that run and be much more competitive here. (4) KING PARTY was a good 

winner at this distance two starts back before running 5th on his first try at this class on April 

29th. He draws well and can go close. (2) JIN MARK got her maiden win at start number 

fourteen over this distance at class 6 level on April 29th, when going right back and running 

on. She draws nicely, carries a light weight, and can measure up. (7) LIGHT STORY among 

others to consider. 

 

Selections (5) Hit The Road (3) O.K. Thunder (4) King Party (2) Jin Mark 

Next Best 7, 1 

Fast Start 1, 5, 7, 8 

 

  



 

Busan Race 5: Class 5 (1600M) Allowance / KRW 40 Million 

 

(2) TOP ADELE comes in having made all to win at class and distance back in February. That 

was a good fourteen weeks ago but coming in fresh shouldn’t be a problem and nor should 

the additional 3kg on his back. He draws very well again and can lead all the way again. The 

most credible danger to the favourite is (4) DAEHO NURI. His solitary win came at 1300M two 

starts back when he came from well off the pace and he ran similarly on his first go at this 

class on April 17th, again at the 1300M. The step up to the mile could well suit and he can go 

close here. (6) B J’S TERMS returned to action on April 29th following nine months out. He ran 

well, finishing in 3rd place on a sloppy track over 1400M. His reward is he has to come up in 

class but in this company he can measure up and while he may not be a wining chance, he can 

place again. (1) GREEN PAPAGO and (7) DIA FORCE are others in at least the placing frame. 

 

Selections (2) Top Adele (4) Daeho Nuri (6) B J’s Terms (1) Green Papago 

Next Best 7, 3 

Fast Start 1, 2, 3, 6 

 

Busan Race 6: Class 4 (1600M) Handicap / KRW 60 Million 

 

(1) TRIUMPH CAT returned to action after almost six months out on April 10th and he ran well 

for 2nd at this class and distance, settling back and running on. He comes up slightly in the 

weights today but draws very well and looks to be the one to beat. (2) HANBIT YEONGGWANG 

is yet to win in nineteen attempts but ran well for 3rd on her latest start on April 17th when 

just off the pace throughout and running on well over 1400M. She steps up in trip today and 

from a good draw, it can suit. (8) RUN FIGHTER was a class and distance winner two starts back 

on March 4th when on pace throughout and winning emphatically. He could only manage 6th 

on his reappearance on April 24th but can be given another chance here despite the high 

weight. (6) K K WON came home in 3rd place in that April 24th race and along with (7) 

CHEONGMA HWANGHU is another to consider for the minors. 

 

Selections (1) Triumph Cat (2) Hanbit Yeonggwang (8) Run Fighter (6) K K Won 

Next Best 7, 5 

Fast Start 1, 5, 6, 8 

 

Busan Race 7: Class 4 (1200M) Handicap / KRW 60 Million 

 

Fillies and mares only here. (4) MY DESTINY will be a warm favourite to win. Her sole win came 

at this distance and she has eleven top-five finishes from thirteen starts. At her latest outing 

on April 29th, she beat three of these on her way to 2nd place over 1400M racing handy 

throughout. She comes up a couple of kilos in the weights, but that is balanced by a better 

draw and she may take some beating. (5) MORNING THUNDER comes up in class following a 

good win at this distance on April 15th, when she ran on strongly after a going back at the 



start. She comes down in the weights, draws nicely and should measure up at this level. (3) 

K.B. BOSS was a last start winner at this class and distance, settling midfield and then running 

on. She comes up 2.5kg but should still be competitive on that and can go close. (2) ACHIM 

BIT and (9) NAMDO QUEEN are others in the hunt. 

 

Selections (4) My Destiny (5) Morning Thunder (3) K.B. Boss (2) Achim Bit 

Next Best 9, 8 

Fast Start 4, 6, 9, 10 

 

Busan Race 8: Class 3 (1800M) Allowance / KRW 75 Million 

 

(8) BURNING PARTY comes in having won the TCK Trophy at this distance on April 3rd when 

she tracked the leader throughout, hitting the front at the top of the straight and then running 

on comfortably. That was her second win at the distance and while a couple of these have 

beaten her before, she looks to be the one in-form. (2) ADELE PUPIL was 2nd in that race 

having been handy throughout. She meets Burning Party 2kg better here and from a great 

draw will be a danger. (4) GEUMA KAIROS returned to action on April 15th after more than a 

year out. He ran 5th of nine over 1200M and should be much the better for it. He won at this 

class and distance before the layoff and don’t rule out a big performance here. (5) HILL MORE, 

up significantly in weight after a last start class and distance score, and (9) ALIVE CAPTAIN, up 

rapidly in class following back-to-back wins, are others who can enter the calculations. 

 

Selections (8) Burning Party (2) Adele Pupil (4) Geuma Kairos (5) Hill More 

Next Best 9, 7 

Fast Start 2, 4, 8, 10 

 


